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Issue 2. April 2019 

PART  2 
There is a part 2 this quarter, due to the large amount of input. This is good news. We 

have put it into two parts in case the pdf is too big for download on the reader's  thingy.  

Hope this works? 
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Introduction  by martin 
Welcome to a magazine called "The 15 Mill" (The Mill). 

The magazine will be published quarterly (4 times a year). 

The Mill is dedicated to matters relating to 15mm wargaming. 

All scales and sizes of figures can be used to great effect in gaming. No size is 

intrinsically better or worse.  That is the stated policy of the Mill. 

 

Any wargaming product listed as "15mm" has a home here at the Mill. The Mill's 

mission is to  promote 15mm. 
 

Another aspect of the Mill is that all 15mm focused contributions are welcome. There is 

no requirement to be "the best", "professional" or "awesome". The Mill is for ordinary 

gamers, who enjoy using 15mm figures et al  and are happy to share their interest with 

others. In fact the Mill would rather have articles based  upon a normal table set up with 

normal figures. Gamers trying to impress others with their "table size" might find the 

Mill not to their liking. 

 

If any gamer has an article or pictures then please send them to  

 

martinraegoddard@gmail.com 

 

There are no article "size" limitations. Each article will be credited by a first name only. 

No nicknames. 

Also no photos of faces, unless in the distance. 

 

There are no regular articles with strange names. Thus a review will be called "a review" 

. 

 

 The Mill does not publish for profit. 

 The Mill does not accept advertising. 

 The Mill can be downloaded free of charge from the PP website. Just search for 

"Peter Pig". 
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 The Mill advises readers to be very cautious of any trader that does not provide a 

proper geographical address (PO box is not acceptable) and telephone number. If 

these are not provided, then proceed with caution as they are avoiding contact for 

a reason. 

 The Mill may well have a variety of editors due to the work involved. 

 The Mill will change format issue by issue, due to evolution. 

 The Mill has no pretensions about challenging other magazines. 

 If you can help with articles and ideas please do so. 

 Articles can be in non-English language too. 

 

 

Hope you enjoy this magazine. 

martin goddard  April 2019 
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The gamette  by martin 
Each issue there will be  a complete set of rules.  

This will be called "the Gamette". 

The gamette  will always cover games that need only a few 15mm figures per side.  

Each gamette will have a military background or relationship. 

 

Each gamette will also need only a limited game space. 

It is hoped that players will explore the rules and then send in an improved or changed 

version that can be included in a future edition of The Mill. 

 

In addition Peter Pig will make a specific pack available for  a limited time to provide 

the figures needed for the gamette. To help with this, the pack will always be released a 

month before the gamette is published. This will allow gamers to buy the relevant pack, 

paint it and thus have it ready for the gamette rules releases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edition 3 gamette will be "John has a long moustache" 
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One's  
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A gamette presented with edition 2 of The 15 Mill.   

April 2019.
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One's Own Petard Story (OOPS), 1643 
"You say petard, I say canard." 

1. Introduction 
In this time sieges were common.  

The subject might be a fortified manor house or a castle. 

 
PP = Petard Party 

 

The quick way in would be via the main gate or any other minor gate.  The defenders 

would have quite rightly blocked such ingresses. 

If the gate was accessible to the attacker, it would usually be wooden with bracing and 

other complements. 

 
 

The answer for the attacker was to use a petard. 

In its simplest form a petard is a bomb. 

In detail, the petard is a bell-shaped bomb that is pressed up against the central face of a 

gate.  It is held in place by a frame and possibly additional supports.  The petard needs to 

be in the middle of the gate.  Otherwise it would cause little damage if left on the 

ground.  The bell shape ensures that the charge affects the gate, rather than all those 

standing nearby. 

Being gunpowder-filled, the petard needs to be ignited by match (fire). 
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The petard would be the size and shape of an upturned water bucket.  

This is mounted on a stretcher-type frame. 

The petard party would usually consist of several men carrying the petard and carrier 

(quite heavy) plus some other fellows to clear the way and provide cover. 

Petard party members would be brave, gullible, manly, unlucky, sneaky in any 

combination.  The party leader would need exceptional drive and superior leadership 

skills. 

The petard party might include men with hand-thrown bombs to suppress the enemy.  

Additionally, the party would need hand-to-hand weapons in order to "fend off" any 

sallying defenders. 

 

This gives the problem of getting the petard to the gate, propping it up and then setting it 

alight.  This would be a simple proposition if it were not for the defenders trying their 

very best to kill the petard party.  

 

If all goes well the petard party gets back alive, blows the doors off and creates access to 

the fortification for the storming party (led by Norman).  Very little point destroying the 

gates if no-one uses the opportunity to assault.  Doubtless that did happen though. 

What might go wrong? 

 

 The petard might kill the petard party members (hoisted by their own petard). 

 Party might get shot to death. 

 Party might drop the petard. 

 Petard might not go off 

 False gate allows the defenders to still have a defendable barrier. 

 Match might go out, especially in bad weather. 

 

This might make the reader ask "why bother?"  The answer would be, that men like 

blowing things up. 

 

We have really enjoyed playing this gamette. 

 

2. Aim of the game 
The aim of "One's Own Petard Story" (OOPS) is to simulate the act of using petards 

against fortified gates in the ECW.  

There will be two or more players acting together as attackers. 

Each player has a petard team of 5 bases (the petard pair counts as one base/figure) 

The players will attempt to get to the gate, detonate a petard, blow down the gates  and 

get back before the other player. 
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3. What figures are needed 
Each player needs: 

1.  A pair of men carrying the petard.  These men are carrying a "stretcher" which in turn 

carries the actual petard.  It is quite heavy. 

2.  Two leaders.  These men will provide covering shooing and leadership.  There are 

two in case one is lost (euphemism for being shot to death). 

3.  Two bombers.  These men add confusion to the enemy awareness.  These men will 

also have hand axes, pistols or similar.  They will take the place of a petard carrier if 

necessary.  The petard is the prime piece. 

 

Pair of 

men 

with the 

petard 

The 
petard 
party 

Leader Bomber 

Leader Bomber 

 

Each player will therefore need 5 bases.  These are best based on coins in order to 

minimise the surface area used. 

 

Above. The initial petard party. 2 officers, a petard pair and two bombers. A gamette 

pack containing two of these teams is available from the Peter Pig website.  
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4. The figures and scenery 
The figures progress to and from the gates by moving along the 24-strip path.  Some 

trees, buildings and other scenery would enhance the aesthetic of the game.  The path 

can go through or alongside scenery.  A bridge would be ideal for the latter stage of the 

strip if available. 

The figures should be mounted upon bases that are modest in size.  The figures need not 

be in special colours as a petard party.  Camouflage was not used to any great extent, 

except for the blackening of faces at night time on petard runs!  

Petard parties might have breastplates, but not any cumbersome armour that would slow 

them down unnecessarily. 

Typical clothing colours are browns with linen present.  Sashes might be orange 

(Parliament) or red (Royalist).  Petards and bombs are black. 

 

5. The game table 
The game table (path) is 24 inches by 2 inches in size. 

This is broken down into 24, 1-inch strips.  The figures move from 1 strip/rung/place  to 

another in order to make progress toward the gate. 

The first strip is numbered 1, and the final strip is numbered 24.  Beyond the final strip 

is the actual gate. 

 

 
Above. The complete petard track. This is a modelled version. A simple track will 

suffice.  The numbers are written on plastic squares. The various parts glued on are from 

Peter Pig scenery ranges. 

 

Above. Places 1 to 7. 1,2,3 = absolutely safe. 4,5 = artillery hazard. 6.7= risk from own 

piquets when returning.  
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Above.  Places 8,9,10  very dangerous due to snipers. Best avoided by rushing through 

in one turn .  10-14 all safe, as it is covered.  15-17 random shooting from the defenders. 

Above.    18,19 very dangerous as it attracts targeted enemy shooting. D6 wounds . 

20-22. Abatis (spikes and traps) might cause turns to be lost. Frustrating.  
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Above. 23, 24 in range of sally fire from the defenders. Quite dangerous. 24 is where the 

petard part y attempts to bow down the gates. 

 

Then the party has to go back to the start again! 

6. Players’ set-up tasks 
Each player needs to compete the following table before any game play (or horseplay) 

starts. 

Table of set up tasks 
Order Task Notes 

1 

Choose a name for 

the fortification 

that is being 

assaulted. 

Name must be that of an English car 
maker.  

e.g. Hillman, Wolseley, Humber, 
Rolls / Royce, Jaguar, Sunbeam, 
Vauxhall, Morris, Bristol. 

2 
Choose a 

movement method. Choices are X, Y or Z. 

3 

Place figures on  

game table All figures must stay together.  
Except dead ones which are sadly 
left behind. 
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 He's wearing lots of armour!! 

 

7. Hazards 
Many hazards contrive to impair the petard party's progress. 

They consist of 

1. Enemy artillery.  Although not directed at the PP it may interrupt progress. 

2. Sniper.  Even at night time there might be enemy shooters attempting to "pick 

off" those that show themselves.  The PP would be prime targets for wary 

defenders. 

3. Random shooting.  Defenders may see the PP and decide to engage it at range.  

Might include talented hunters using fowling pieces. 

4. The bridge.  There is usually a clear way near the gate, specifically intended to 

stop attackers sneaking up to the gate unseen.  This might typically be a bridge 

over a ditch. 

5. Abatis.  The defender will usually place barricades or obstructions to slow 

attackers and hurt them.  There was no barbed wire in the period. 

6. Sally fire.  This category includes all close-range dangers.  This would include 

point-blank shooting from above or through the gate, things thrown from above 

and bombs. 

Risks and hazards are only imposed when a player ends his movement in a 
hazard area. 
This means that a player might forgo a move in order to try again in his next turn to move across the hazard without 

stopping. 

If a player on a hazard does not move, he will take the hazard risk again.    
 

Hazard rolls are made by the opponent.  
This is because he enjoys making the opponent's team suffer. 
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Below. The two player parties making their way along the path to glory. The nearest 

party is in place 4. The other party is in place 7. Any wounds received can be cancelled 

by a saving throw. The owner choose whom the wound is upon. If the petard team dies 

another base may take it's place at a risk. 
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8. The game table 
There-and-back game table 

Start / end position Detail 
1 

400 yards out 

Back slapping 
All are encouraging and wishing you luck.  Even John Beck. 

Risk = None. 

2 

3 

4 
300 yards out 
Enemy artillery.  Random shots. 

Risk = Roll D6 once.  1 = lose 1 man.  Very dead, no 

wound. 

5 

6 
250 yards out 

Own piquets 
Risk = On way back roll D6 once.  1, 2, 3, 4 = wound. 

7 

8 
200 yards out 

Sniper 
Risk = Roll D6 once.  1, 2,3,4 = dead figure.  No saves. 

Owner chooses who dies. 

9 

10 

11 
150 yards out  

Covered approach 
Risk = None. 

12 
13 
14 
15 

100 yards out 

Random shooting 
Risk = Roll one D6.  1, 2,3 = wound. 

16 

17 

18 
30 yards out 

Over the bridge 
Risk = Roll D6 once = number of wounds.  

Apply wounds at rate 1 or 2 per figure. 

19 

20 
20 yards out 

Abatis 
Risk = Roll D6.  1, 2, 3 = lose next turn. 

21 

22 
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23 10 yards out 

Sally fire 
Risk = Roll D6 per figure i.e. 3 figures =3 rolls.   

Any 1, 2 = wound on that figure.  

Do this every turn whilst party is in these spaces. 

 

Fire the petard now (strip 24).  D6 per figure.  6 = 

Explodes 

If fail then stay another turn.  No move but try again. 

Any double 1, 2 = hoisted by own petard (throw for each 

figure: 1, 2, 3,4 = wounded) 

24 

Gate Being in 24, counts as being at the gate. 
 

 

Start 

"Smoke, fires, warmth" 

 
9 
 

"Crack and splinter" 

 
18 
Over the bridge 

1 10 
 

19 

"Rattle and clack" 

2 11 20 
 

3 12 
"Dark scared night" 

21  Abatis 

4  

Enemy artillery 

"Occasional mumps of 
powder" 

13 22 
"Scrabbling, stabbing" 
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5 14 23 
 

Sally fire. 

6 
Own piquets.  

Risk on the way back. 

15 
 

Random shooting 

24 

"So close" 

7 
"A face a rustle" 

16 

"A glow of match" 

Gates 

"Blow the bloody 
charge!" 

8 
 

Sniper 

17 Instruction 

 

Cut this picture into 3 
strips and glue end to 
end. 
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9. Movement 
 A player's figures all stay together as a party. 

 The party cannot be split. 

 A player must choose one method of movement from the three choices at the 

game start.  There are three choices. 

 This method must be used for all movement by that player. 

 Players take it in turns to move. 

 

A player will either move the exact (entire) score he has achieved or he may opt 
to not move.  Exception = upon reaching strip 24, movement stops in order to 
blow the gate. 
 

 If a player opts to not move, his turn is over.  

 If a player starts one side of a hazard and ends the other side of it, then he does not 

suffer that hazard.  He has instead rushed through the danger area so fast that the 

enemy has not seen him. 

 

Movement methods 

Title 
Mechanism 

Notes 

X.  NOW! 
Short erotic dashes (it's the 
way they run). 

2D6.  Only count 

odd scores Moves can be erratic.  
More chance of clearing 
/ avoiding risks. 

Y.  READY, STEADY GO! 
Steady pulses of hurrying. 

2D6.  Only count 

scores of 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7 

Predictable and shorter 
distances.  Scores of 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12 are lost. 

Z.  WAIT FOR MY WORD! 
Leaders taking turns at 

manoeuvre. 

2D6.  Only count 

highest D6.   

 

Any double = zero 

movement. 

Slow movement, with 
occasional flashes of 
footwork.   

 

e.g.  roll 3, 5 = move of 5. 

e.g.  roll 3, 3 = move 0. 

If there is no leader at all -1 from any movement achieved.  e.g. 3 becomes 
2. 
Deduction made after D6 score accepted. 
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This movement must be entire or not at all. 
This will allow players to "jump over" some hazards and thus avoid risk: this simulates a 

good dash that gives no effective opportunity for the enemy to do damage. 

A player may either move the exact distance rolled for by his movement D6 or elect to 

forgo his move and allow the other player to start his own move. 

 

Blocking 
The petard parties must be careful not to get in each other's way. 

If the party rolls a score that would put it on top of or 1 space ahead of the other party, it 

gets obstructed. 

Effect =it will stop in the space just behind that other group. 

 

 

10. Wounds 
Figures will often receive wounds. 

Each time a wound is received, the player may choose which of his figures to place it on. 

If a save is made, the wound is ignored. 

If the save fails then the figure is dead. 

 

If a figure dies, he is removed from the game.  Players might wish to replace removed 

figures with casualty markers. 

 

Wounded petard team 

The petard is carried by a pair of figures.  The pair count as a single figure for wound 

save purposes.  The fail means that one man has died and the other needs assistance to 

carry the petard. 

A dead petard figure will cause a player to miss his next turn. 

 

Replacing a dead petard figure 

Any other figure can be used to try to replace the petard figure.   

This mechanism requires a player's   whole turn. 

Method. 

Roll a D6. 

1, 2 = figure intended to replace the petard figure is lost from the game; the petard figure 

not replaced. 

3, 4, 5, 6 = risked base removed from party but petard base now all OK. 
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Wounded figures 
Choice of figure Saving roll Notes 

Petard carrier 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Tends to be shielded by others 

in the party.  If everybody else 
is dead,  this score is still 
applicable. 

Leader 
3, 4, 5, 6 Heroism has an effect on 

toughness. 
Bomber 

4, 5, 6 Tend to be the prime target for 
the enemy. 

If the wound "save" fails then the figure 

becomes dead. 
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11. Blowing the gate 
When a player's figures are in position 24, he will attempt to blow the gates off. 

He may not try this on the turn in which he gets there. 

 

Each attempt uses a turn of the player's movement.  He must keep trying, or come home 

if only 1 figure is left.  Once the gate has been blown, both parties must get back to the 

start point.  This may mean that a slower party does not get to the gate before it is blown.  

At this point the late party may either proceed to the gate, in order to check the job is 

done. This is done by being in space 24.  Thus gaining mission points, or head back to 

the start. 

 

Both players can be at the gate attempting to blow it. 

 

Neither player may turn around until the gate is blown. They can remain 
stationary though. 
 

After the gate is blown, the petard carriers do not change status.  They are so tired, that 

they continue as the same status of "petard carrier". 

 

How to blow the gates 
Method 

Blowing the gates takes a complete turn for each attempt.   

This means that getting to the gate ends a turn.  

The next turn is when the blowing-up attempts start. 

Roll 1D6 per figure (petard team counts as 1).  Any score of 6 blows the gates off.  No 

scores of 6 = gates not blown yet.  Keep trying. 

 

Hoisted by their own petard 
In the following rules, "double" means 2 or more. 

 

Double 1 or double 2 

If a double 1 or double 2 is scored, the gate is not blown but the group is hoisted by their 

own petard.  

Effect= roll for each figure. 1,2,3,4= wound. Then do saves. 

The party can no longer attempt to blow the gates. They must go back to their lines. 

 

Double 6 

If a double 6 is scored, the gate is obviously blown. 

Effect= roll for each figure. 1,2,3,4= wound. Then do saves. 
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12. Game length 
The game last until every figure is dead or until all the remaining figures get back to the 

start space. 

If one player has lost his whole party the other player still continues until he gets back to 

the start.  
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13. How successful was the mission? 
 Each player earns mission points.  

 The final total gives an indication of how the mission went.  

 The higher the score, the more success that has been achieved. 

 All D6 rolls may be re-rolled (once: all or none) at the player's behest. 

 A player still gets his mission points if his party is all dead. 

 

Victory scores 
The following will create a cumulative mission score 

Mission points Value Notes 

Player blew the gates 3D6+3 Only 1 player may claim this. 

Each figure that returns home 3 

The more men that live the 

more likely they are to follow 

your lead next time. 

Using method  Z for moving -4 
Lose 4 because Z is the best 

movement type. 

Square 12 is furthest reached D6-1 

The further you go, the braver 

you are. 

Square 16 is furthest reached D6+1 

Square 20 is furthest reached D6+3 

Square 24 is furthest reached 2D6 
All figures painted and based 

with at least 3 colours 3 
Good attitude to organisation 

and warfare. 
 

The player with the higher score is the winner. 
Notice that a player who does not himself blow the gates may still score 

highly if he gets back to the start and loses few men. 

 

Do note that no player can turn for home until the gates are blown.  However, 

a player may decline to move in order to reduce risk to himself.  This is 

known as cowardice in "military circles". 

 

 

 

14. Suggested soundtracks 
The Best of the Bothy Band. 
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Master and Commander OST.  Tracks 1, 3, 5, 8, 11 

The Last of the Mohicans OST.  Tracks 2, 3, 8 

Outlander (the series) OST.  Tracks 1, 6, 10 

Blood on My Name by the Brothers Bright 
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When I first met Peter Pig by Stewart 
 

I first met Martin and the Peter Pig team at Fisticuffs 2003. 

I then went along to the Weymouth club “the Levellers” and started playing PBI. 

My first Peter Pig force was 8
th
 Army & Africa Corps for PBI.  

Now I have 12 different infantry types plus armour for each period of WW2. 

 

In 2004 I joined the Peter Pig play test team, the set this year was Blood Barons (Wars 

of the Roses). 

 

This was my first large purchase of figures some 975 figures + guns and steaks enough 

for two armies and to play all the scenarios in the rule book. 

 
This was the first professionally printed and bound rule book by Peter Pig published in  

2005. 

Fourteen  years and fifteen  new or updated rules sets later, and I am still helping the 

play test team. 

We are now working on the  2nd Edition of Bloody Barons. 

 

May I have another 15 years of meeting some great like minded people and playing with 

my little men. 
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Square Bashing day by martin 
 

Firstly I should  be upfront in stating that I write from the perspective of being one of SB 

design  team.   

 

The first version of SB was brought out in 1998. SB is now in its 2nd edition. Two 

editions in 20 years is about average for Peter Pug rule sets. 

SB was novel in using a square grid upon which the figures moved and fought. The idea 

of using a square grid (not hexagonal) has proved to be "Marmite". Some players really 

enjoy it and some do not like it at all. 

 

The idea behind the use of grids is to restrict the game to one level of command. This 

means that sending some units to a location does not de-generate into concerns over 

their formation, positioning and stance.  Instead, those are the tasks appropriate to a 

much lower level of command (usually a battalion commander). These lower order 

commands are not the concern of a general making his army move and fight as he would 

intend.  Haig never visited the front lines to check that the riflemen were using cover 

properly or that battalions didn't crash into each other whilst marching.   

 

The grid saves a lot of time that might be used to check that units are within a required 

range from enemy, distance from own units and appropriate formation. 

This all means that on SB day players could maneuver their armies without being 

"caught out" by some great reveal. They could move their units with confidence.  

 

Fighting is between two opposing squares. In this way it is clear whom is  involved in 

the fight and the distances to support and affecting units. 
 

Games on the day 
A few notes on my games in particular. 

I played against two Turkish opponents. In both games I maneuvered to be the attacker. I 

was helped by my cavalry scouting and aggressive generalship.  The Turkish army was 

much depleted because they were in a defensive posture. The  Turkish were relatively 

poor quality armies (the players were not poor quality at all!) . I advanced with my 1917 

Russians, but was held up initially by a combination of rough scenery and the poor 

quality of my own  infantry battalions. My cavalry came to my aid by clearing the open 

area up to the enemy front lines.  Then came the problems. Those dug-in Turkish 

machine guns gave the Turkish infantry some backbone.  I broke the line in a couple of 

places, but not enough to secure all of the  objectives.  At the game end I lots on victory 

points.  The victory point system is multi- criteria. The Turks gained victory points for 

holding their line, bludgeoning my advanced units and relieving Turkish units before 

they were annihilated.  The Russians did less well because of their huge losses on the 

lead infantry battalions. During the game both players employed assets. My Russian 
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barrages were frequent but poorly detected, so they often over shot. A pair of German 

planes turned up, but did little damage to the Russians. One of the host players had come 

up with a simplification of the pre-game which worked very well indeed. There is 

always something can  be improved in a game system. 
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Square Bashing day report by Simon 
 

Simon organised and sorted all the details out. He is the "Organiser", a new Marvel hero 

whom drops in to "places" and organises them! 

 

 
The Draw for the first round -  
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Stewart and Paul getting to grips with the gritty action on the Western front 

 
More Western front action with Chris C's French vs Sean's Germans 
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Jon's Germans and Col Kilgore's Brits 

 
 

 

Rob's Brits vs Bob's Germans 
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After the first round it was a close run thing with the Central Powers shading 
the results 4 games to 3 

 
 

Rob drawn against Jon - Western Front Brits and Germans 
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Stewart drawn against Bob - Western Front Brits and Germans 

 
 
Dene and Sean - Lawrence up against the might of the Kaiser. Chris B and Martin - Turks 

v Russians 
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Ray's British in Palestine vs Simon W's Turk. I notice that Ray has lost his hat when he 

realises a trophy is at stake ;-) Top table clash 

 
 
Pasha Gregory feeling the brunt of gas and rolling barrage against the scurrilous British. 
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BAD wargamers have been playing Squarebashing since 2013. In preparation for the 

centennial of WW1, initially we just concentrated on 1914 armies. But as the years have 

rolled by we have kept abreast of the advance of the technology.  

 

The Armies 
The classifications are pretty simplistic. Infantry and cavalry are broken down into 

reserves, regulars and professional. Each battalion is 4 bases in strength. MGs and 

artillery are single bases. Tanks and A/Cs are all single models. 

For instance  BEF are predominately professional, and therefore are small. The 

‘standard’ game we played was something like 7 professional battalions, 2 regulars, 4 

MGs and 4 artillery. 

The German army of this period is based around a regular force. So we had 10 regulars, 

2 reservist, 2 professional and 3 regular cavalry. In addition there were 4 artillery and 3 

MGs. 

With each army comes a set of assets (artillery barrages) and also ‘events’ (these being 

randomly determined effects that effect the game in some way)… more of these later. 

This all comes round to a overall army status rating. This will determine the overall 

quality of the army (and ultimately and delta adjustment that is applied to the final 

victory point tally) 
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Countdown to War 
Peter Pigs rules often have a pre battle phase, Squarebashing is no exception. This 

consists of a 3 week period where events make have an effect on the game. This takes 

the form of a calendar in which you allocate values, which become numbers of dice. 

You and your opponent then do and opposed dice off (5&6s being successes) . The 

player with the higher number of successes then has the access to their armies ‘events’. 

This is a 2 dice roll. Values of 2-5 having a negative effect , and 5+ being positive 

(generally the higher the better). You can roll –over success to the next day, then gives 

you increased dice to throw and should you win and modifier to you event roll (+6) ,so 

you cannot get a bad result. With each event comes an attacking value. These are 

accumulated, and will determine who the attacker in the game is – and the level of attack 

There are strategies to this. If you have a defensively minded army then you can stack 

alternate days to try and neutralise your opponent’s throws. However, I never seem to 

get this to work as I expect – or certainly not in a way that feels ‘favourable’ catching 

the essence of the war perhaps. 

 

 

Objectives, Terrain and deployment 
The table is 4’x3’, broken down into 6” squares. The defender sits at row 1 (the attacker 

row 6). Two roads are played (one by each player). The resulting crossroads is 1 

objective. The defender then places another 3 objectives. There are restrictions. They 

cannot be placed in adjacent column, and the total of all the objects rows must be 13 or 

more. So what that means is that the objective are space across the table, and in games 

we tend to give one object to the attacker (row 5 or 6) to allow the other objective to be 

places in lower value rows. In the game objective further across the table will gain you 

larger victory points. 

After the objective the defender places 8 pieces of terrain. Each terrain piece is 12”x6” 

(2 squares) , whereas an objective is 6”x6”. This makes it really easy to spot these things 

in the game. 

The most notable effect of terrain is that troops have to dice to leave a terrain square. 

Once your Austrian conscripts have gone into that wood they really don’t like to come 

out! Other effects are that some terrain provides cover and some block line of sight 

(although that is not so relevant) 

The attacker does get some say. They get to allocate d6 dice to terrain and on a roll of 4+ 

they get to move them. The attacker then deploys the whole force in row 6, the defender 

then deploys in rows 1&2. Each square has a max occupancy of 3 units. If the attacker 

has more than 18 units then they have some that are forced into reserve. 

 

 

Depletions 
Everyone’s favourite part of the game! Before the game begins the defending armies is 

depleted. You can think of this in terms of preliminary barrage, or units losing their way 
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of reassigned to a different section. What it means is that depending on the level of 

attack, a number of dice are thrown between 5-9~. For each 6 thrown one base of 

removed from the defenders battalion. This is done for each battalion (from right to left). 

Rather than taking the casualties the defender can put the troops into reserve. The throw 

can be modified by troop quality, placement and type. The defender must also have at 

least 1/3 (rounded down) of their infantry and cavalry off table). 

This phase can be rather tense. If the attacker throws well then you can lose a lot of 

troops and you have a tricky decision to make whether to suffer the casualties of bring 

the troops on during the game. This is not a quick and reliable process. 

 

Higher command 
Finally before the game begins each sides gets to pick a higher command strategy. There 

are 4 types available. Fighting, Morale, Assets and Movement – each with an associated 

bonus in that area. 

 

 

The Game Turn 
There are quite a lot of phase in each game turn, and this can be quite daunting at first. 

Its definitely worth keeping the QRS to hand, as its listed there. Really it a good plan to 

stick to it rigidly to start as there are some nuances on the order of things. I won’t go in 

to explicit details on the order, but will try to give a flavour. 

 

Assets 
At the start of the game each army has a unique asset pool. This is a pool of dice in 

which to request that asset. Once the dice is used then that’s it. To successfully request 

and asset a single 6 is required. So for instance if you had 10 point effect barrage you 

could roll 1 dice for 10 turns hoping for a 6. More likely you would have 2 attempts with 

5 dice. There are about a dozen or so assets and you can only pick 1 per turn. The game 

is about typically 6-8 turns long (could be as low as 4, or as high as 20 though!) 

 

 

Morale 
The trigger for a morale check is having a casualty figure in a square. A number of dice 

are accrued, 1 each of casualties , barrage, surrounded by opponents etc. These can be 

reduced by quality and ‘markers’. For each 4+ thrown this is 1 morale failure. 1 means 

no advance up to 3+ which is ‘quit the field’. Which sounds worse that it is. It means 

that if you have taken a couple of casualties (2 dice) from fire and under point effect 

barrage (3 dice) things aren’t going to go too well. 

Movement 

Infantry move 2 squares, cavalry 3, MG and Guns 1. No diagonals, quite easy. You can 

get a bonus move square if you don’t end up in a square adjacent to the enemy. The 
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main issue for movement is leaving any terrain square to another. Each battalion dices to 

try and exit a terrain square. Professionals needing 2+, Conscripts 4+ . This can put a 

scupper on well laid plans! 

 

 

Assault 
This is the main way of destroying the enemy and capturing a square. If a unit has 

movement points left it may assault a square occupied by the enemy. Each units in the 

assaulting square typically generates 3 dice (remembering a square occupancy limit of 

3). Assaults need to be supported. Adjacent square add 2 dice to assaulters ‘dice pot’. 

Markers , flanks and lots of other little bonuses can add to that, defences etc can reduce 

it. 

The defender normally gets 2 dice (5 dice for MGs!!) per unit & 1 dice per support 

square. Again a set of modifiers with add and subtract from that dice pool. 

Both sides roll the dice, 5&6s are hits. Saves are then made. So infantry get a 50/50 

save, again better and worse quality factors apply. If the attacker inflicts more hits then 

they win, and force the defenders to retreat a square and they move to occupy it. 

Casualty markers accrue and morale checks will be needed in the subsequent phase. 

Once you retreat you also take additional hits, it’s a slippery slope. 

 

Shooting 
You shoot in your opponent turn. Any square that has not been assaulted can fire. The 

range is only adjacent, except for artillery and mortars, so there is little need for LOS. 

Each battalion fires 1 dice and needs a 6 to hits (which can then be saved). It’s unlikely 

that you will drive your opponent off with shooting. 

 

Reserves 
If a side has reserves it can dice for arrival now. There are 3 options 

1. Each units dices. A 6 and it can arrive 

2. 1 unit comes on automatically 

3. 1 unit comes on automatically on the road entrance square. 2 more dice rolls (needing 

6) are also done. 

Number 3 is most popular, and its not unusually for a defensive strategy to revolve 

around where the road is, as that is easier to defend. 

 
Countdown clock 
The defender rolls 1 die. This is then knocked of the countdown clock (starting at 21). 

When it gets to 0 then the game ends. 
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Victory calculation 
When the game ends the victory points are calculated. Each KPI is either a value or a 

dice. The dice are thrown for a resulting victory points. So it can be a bit random. But in 

my experience it never makes a lot of difference in an ‘obvious’ victory, but can swing 

games that are closer. Each side’s values are compared and the resultant delta it 

referenced on a chart to get the final result. The key objectives are – 

Defenders bonus. The defender gets bonus points for the level of attack they have to 

face. 

Destroying enemy bases. 

Destroying enemy units 

Capturing objectives. These are skewed in value by their relative position. So for 

example the attacker gets 4d6-row for an objective, so this could be as little as 

4d6-6 (as little as 0 but typically ~8), or as high as 23 (typically 13~) 

Capturing squares in either row 2 or 3 (ie a high defence, or aggressive attack) 

 
 
Battlefield hobbies  
Battlefield Hobbies is a start-up hobby games venue and retailer offering the full 
spectrum of hobby games and crossing all genres, with co-founders Nobby and Hammy 
keen to promote a new, more comfortable gaming experience.  
  
In addition to an impressive depth of product range and a knowledgeable expert team, 
the centrally based Battlefield Hobbies offers a large and flexible gaming area perfect 
for big events. Warm and well-lit, you’ll find clean toilets here too and plentiful supplies 
of hot and cold drinks and confectionary. 
  
https://www.battlefieldhobbies.co.uk 
 
17 Brunel Close, 

Daventry, 

Northants, 

NN11 8RB 

TEL: 01327 702001 

 

E-MAIL: info@battlefieldhobbies.co.uk 

  

mailto:info@battlefieldhobbies.co.uk
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15mm English Civil War 
Basic Baroque by Kev 

This is an extract from Kev's site (Fat Wally paining) .  

It I so nice that it deserves more looks. 

 

What can I say.  I am weak.   

 

One of my painting service's customers commissioned me to paint a whole heap of Peter 

Pig ECW figures  

recently.  It's one of Peter Pig's ranges that I had little experience of.  However, one 

week into the commission,  

after painting up the first half a dozen units and loving it, I was already toying with the 

idea of returning to the  

English Civil War myself.  I even worked out which figure packs I would need WERE I 

to do it with Basic Baroque,  

the Basic Impetus expansion for the Baroque Age.  My gaming group has really 

embraced Impetus.  I must admit  

to being too lazy to bother to learn yet another set of rules so decided that Basic Baroque 

was the way to  go. 

 

This fascinating and colourful period has seen me collect, and then sell off, 25mm, 

 6mm, 15mm and 10mm  

collections over the last thirty years.  Did I really want to jump with both feet yet  again? 

 Well,  as I say I am weak. 

 

Why 15mm again?  I think the period is best  done justice by using the biggest figures 

logistically you can cope  

with.  Well,  the Pig figures are really very nice and frankly I don't have the storage, nor 

table space, for 28mm.   

Piggies are clean,  crisp and characterful as I've come to expect from Martin and his 

crew.  There's plenty of  

variety and, by mix and match and head swapping you can make some really unique 

looking units. 

  

http://fat-wally.com/PaintingService.html
http://www.peterpig.co.uk/range_20.htm
http://www.peterpig.co.uk/range_20.htm
http://www.dadiepiombo.com/bbaroq1.html
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Cracking on with it.  I usually start with Commanders first. 

Despite a mental commitment in my head to use Peter Pig figures I stumbled across 

some nice figures by Freikorps 15 (QRF Miniatures).   

The sculpting style is slightly chunkier and the figures a smidgen bigger but this is 

barely noticeable at  wargamer distance.  I quite like  

Commander figures looking slightly bigger,  and so put them on a 3mm thick base 

instead of the 2mm thick I typically use.  All my bases  

are by Warbases. 

Royalist Commander-in-Chief 
Charles Stuart ('That Man of Blood'), Prince Rupert and 'Boye', with Hopton and Royal 

Banner 

(Figures by Freikorps 15) 

 
 

OK confession time,  you can probably tell already, I have no great love for Charlie and 

the other ladyboys.   

I am most firmly in the Parliamentary camp, though probably more of Henry 

Marten's ardent Republicanism than Cromwell's Godly  

persuasion. 

http://www.warbases.co.uk/
http://quickreactionforce.co.uk/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=438_577
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Marten_(regicide)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Marten_(regicide)
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You can see just how detached and aloof the King, Charles I is, even from his 

Nephew Prince Rupert Count Palatine of the Rhine.   

'Boye' was described as a rare 'Hunting Poodle' and I think the Freikorps one is a 

cracker.   

 

I tried to paint the King's horse in a manner similar to his famous portrait by Anthony 

van Dyck,  you know, the one with the little head. 

 

The figure on foot is actually sold as Parliamentarian General, the Earl of Essex.  He 

looks better as a guard for the Royal Banner.   

 

Note this is a banner and not THE Royal Standard, unfurled at Nottingham on August 

22nd 1642.   

I used one available free from Wargames Designs. 

 

Parliamentarian Commander-in-Chief 

These again are Freikorps and are the best poses, in my opinion, from the Scottish 

(PS37) and Parliamentarian (PS38) packs.    

I particularly like the chap in armour with the blue sash.  I think its supposed to be 

Fairfax. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_I_of_England
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Rupert
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boye_(dog)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_van_Dyck
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_van_Dyck
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_van_Dyck
http://www.wargamesdesigns.com/freebies---ecw.html
http://www.wargamesdesigns.com/freebies---ecw.html
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You only actually require one commander per side for Basic Baroque, so for the moment 

that's it. 

I still might yet decide to replace these with versions from Peter Pig, or even Matchlock 

Miniatures (available from Caliver),or just make a  

load more commanders.  We shall see but for the moment I have enough for the purpose 

required and just don't have the time to paint  

others which are not essential. 

 

Artillery 

After completing Generals and commanders my normal thing is to then set about the 

artillery. 

Artillery is probably what I enjoy painting least,  so I try to get it out of the way. 

 

 

http://www.miniaturefigurines.co.uk/Catalogue.aspx?ScaleID=14&CategoryID=29
http://www.miniaturefigurines.co.uk/Catalogue.aspx?ScaleID=14&CategoryID=29
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Both of the early ECW Basic Baroque armies require only one artillery unit per side. 

I will be using the recommended 12cm frontage for my units of foot and horse, and 4cm 

for artillery units.   

 

These artillery units both use Peter Pig's cannon sold as a 'Medium Gun'.  In Basic 

Baroque this is rated as Artillery A. 

The actual gun isn't  stuck in place allowing it to be removed and replaced with lighter, 

or even heavier, models allowing a variety of  

flexibility.   I will add more guns, crews, limbers and caissons when I have the luxury of 

time. 

 

 

 
Heselrige's 'Lobsters' 

 

Commanders and artillery completed, albeit for now, I then usually knock up a cavalry 

unit. 

Arthur Heselrige formed a troop of horse in 1642 which fought under Balfour at 

the Battle of Edgehill.   

 

In 1643 he raised a brand new regiment of horse for service under Sir William Waller, 

and equipped them as armoured Cuirassiers. 

The regiment became known as the 'Lobsters' and were to see action at Lansdowne 

Hill and Roundway Down. 

 

 
 

Every ECW wargamer worth his salt loves his 'Lobsters' and this gamer is no exception. 

http://wiki.bcw-project.org/parliamentarian/horse-regiments/sir-arthur-hesilrigge
http://wiki.bcw-project.org/parliamentarian/horse-regiments/sir-arthur-hesilrigge
http://wiki.bcw-project.org/parliamentarian/horse-regiments/sir-arthur-hesilrigge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Haselrig
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Edgehill
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Waller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_lobsters
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Lansdown
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Lansdown
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Roundway_Down
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The unit is actually an option on the Basic Baroque Parliamentary list for 1641-43, 

replacing a unit of pike and shot foot.   

 
 

The very nice Peter Pig pack comprises two poses, one figure wearing a Close 

Helmet and the other a Savoyard style Close Helmet, and  

both armed with pistols. 

 

Fortunately, Pig also do a full range of heads suitable for the English Civil War.   

I chose primarily to use the Cavalry/Officer pack of heads which has pot helmets, one 

with a raised visor, and also even a Burgonet. 

 

I used these various heads along with a Burgonet-wearing figure from the Scottish 

Generals pack to provide greater variety.   

I also used a  great variety of armour colours, including blackened and browned armour 

on several figures, and picked out some of the  

details in contrasting colours. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_helmet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_helmet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lobster-tailed_pot_helmet_(zischagge)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burgonet
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The commander is actually a fully armoured figure from the Mounted Generals pack.   

I cut away his baton and replaced it with the head which 'd I'd cut off and replaced on 

another figure.   

It looks like he's just removed his helmet . 

 

The Cornet is a bog standard Cuirassier that has had his pistol removed, and hand 

opened, to accept a stave. 

 

The flag is the correct one for the unit free again from Wargames Designs. 

 

I so enjoyed painting and doing head swaps on my Cuirassiers that I plan on adding a 

few to my other units of  horse,  plus maybe some  

as Generals. 

 

Royalist Dragoons 

Another non-compulsory unit which I decided to paint were Royalist Dragoons.   

In the early war Royalist list the artillery can be replaced by a unit of dragoons.   

 

Again regulars will know just how much I love painting both mounted and light troops. 

 A unit which has both is going to tick all  the boxes  
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for me....and so it was. 

 

So much to say about this unit.   

So, lets start with the basing as that largely set the agenda for  how the unit was to look. 

 Three bases with 4cm frontage and 8cm depth  

means that the 'footprint' on the table is quite a big one.  I determined therefore to have a 

line of newly dismounted dragoons hastily  

attempting to  form a firing line.  Others are rushing to join this line, whilst the 

dismounted Officer waves his sword defiantly. 

 

The dismounted dragoons come from the pack labelled so but also from the Muskets 

Advancing pack,  though I shortened their muskets  

into 'bastard' versions. 

 

As Peter Pig don't make dragoon horseholders I decided to use a casualty figure as one 

horseholder (in red), who has just been shot.   

The remaining horseholder is actually an open handed, pike vertical, figure.  The 

riderless horses actually come from the AWI dragoon  

horse holder pack. 

 

Of the two mounted dragoons, one figure has had his head removed and replaced by a 

head wearing a Montero cap.  Both come from the  

mounted dragoon pack. 

 

The mounted cornet comes from the cavalry command+hat pack, with the flag from 

Wargames Designs, and the mounted trumpeter, also  

wearing a Montero, finish the unit. 
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I decided to give the unit a mix of red, blue and grey tunics, perhaps the commonest 

colours, rather than a uniform look. 

 

 

I have to  say I'm really chuffed how well the unit turned out.   

 

Parliamentarian dragoons will follow eventually but for now I'm resolved to only paint 

early war armies and the list for Basic Baroque only  

includes them in late war armies.  Sadly they will have to wait. 
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Royalist Foot - Lord General's Regiment 

The Basic Baroque Early ECW lists allow for three units (or four units in the case of 

Cornish Royalist) of pike and shot. 

 

 
 

OK lets consider the base size first.  Three bases each 4cm frontage, with 4cm depth 

constitute the unit 'footprint'.  Again, I want as many  

figures as possible in there to create a good aesthetic on the table. 

 

Early Royalist foot in the Basic Baroque list rates as 1:1 ratio of pikes to shot.   

I wanted the flanking wings of shot to be eight figures in two ranks of four.  This meant 

having 16 figures armed with pikes therefore. 

 

Peter Pig make figures in horizontal, vertical and also receiving horse (pike at 45 

degrees) poses.   

I determined therefore to use half a pack of each in my early war Royalists to a  total of 

twelve figures, along with a drummer, Officer and  

Ensign. 

 

So a whopping 31 figures in total,  per unit. 

 

The Lord General's unit are mostly uniformed in red, though I included a couple of 

figures in grey/brown as new recruits in civilian or  

undyed clothing. 

 

http://wiki.bcw-project.org/royalist/foot-regiments/lord-general
http://wiki.bcw-project.org/royalist/foot-regiments/lord-general
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As you can see I decided to go with two flags per unit.  This is directly as a result of 

Wargames Designs having two free examples for  

downloading and turned another open handed pikeman into an Ensign. 

 

The flags are actually removable however, so I can chop and change unit identities to 

indulge my whims. 

 

The figures are a real mix with casualty figures included too, as I like the story-telling 

aspect of Impetus style basing. 

As this was the first foot unit I've painted, I wanted to go with figures unaltered by 

headswaps. 

 

This being an early war unit there is a preponderance of musket rests.  My later war 

units will be 'rest-less'. 

 

I also decided to have red flower tufts on my Royalist bases, and yellow on my 

Parliamentarians from this point onward. 

 

 

 
Royalist Foot - Charles Gerrard's Regiment 

Generalising, both the Royalist and Parliamentarian armies of the English Civil War 

seem to have red or blue, along with perhaps grey, as  

their 'known' default coat colours.  There are plenty of exceptions with white, green, 

yellow, black, orange, possibly purple and other  

coloured coats, along with civilian dress too.   

 

Many regiments are simply not known however.   

 

Wargames Designs provides a useful start point in the form of a list of 'likely' coat 

colours for the ECW. 

 

There is also a fair amount of evidence that regiments may have changed their 

predominant coat colour from year to year,  as it wore out  

and was replaced either by re-issue or loot.   In all likelihood it is probably fair to say 

that soldiers in ECW regiments wore a mix of coat  

colours.   Notice I'm talking of coat colours.  From what I've read breeches were usually 

civilian, and therefore a total mix.   

Very few of my figures have the same coat and breeches colour. 

http://wiki.bcw-project.org/royalist/foot-regiments/col.-charles-gerard-oxford
http://wiki.bcw-project.org/royalist/foot-regiments/col.-charles-gerard-oxford
http://www.wargamesdesigns.com/
http://www.wargamesdesigns.com/history.html
http://www.wargamesdesigns.com/history.html
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So,  with a red coated regiment under my belt the next Royalist foot unit was destined to 

be a blue coated regiment.   

 

I chose Charles Gerrard's regiment simply because I have always liked the unusual flag, 

quartered blue and yellow with various symbols.    

I have since been reliably informed however that the sections rendered as yellow might 

be interpreted as orange/russet. 

 

Anyhow, I also wanted another early war unit, and I know the regiment was at Edgehill. 

 

Again as with the Lord General's Regiment there are several figures wearing varying 

shades of grey in the mix too.  It is well known that I  

have a preference for painting a variety of clothing colours in my units (look at my AWI 

collection for example).  ECW again allows me to  

scratch this itch. 

 

I should mention that when re-sizing the flags I made them slightly bigger scale-wise 

than the their 6 foot, or thereabouts, actuality.  What  

can I say, I like big attractive flags in my units.  However, their poles are realistically 

short.  No flags on pikes in my units folks.   

Again I'll reiterate that my flags removable so the unit identity can be changed.   

 

My original plan was to place one ensign on each base of the unit.  However, a bit of 

reading and research revealed that the regiment's  

flags were grouped together with the pikes of each Company in  the centre. 

 

Several people have asked me to expand about the exact mix of figures in my regiments, 

and their placement within the unit.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Gerard,_1st_Earl_of_Macclesfield
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Edgehill
http://fat-wally.com/TTTMSAWIRules.html
http://fat-wally.com/TTTMSAWIRules.html
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For Basic Baroque the number and type of figures isn't as important as the unit 

'footprint'.   

 

That said,  as I mentioned above, I'm using a 12cm frontage, 4cm depth and trying to go 

for a 'figure-heavy' look.   

 

Typically planned then, my early Royalist units are 1:1 pike to shot ratio and consist of 

an Officer, a drummer, two ensigns, two sergeants,  

three casualties, five firing musketeers, six loading musketeers,  four pikemen 'receiving 

horse', four pikemen 'charging pike', two pikemen  

at rest. 

 

The Officer and drummer are at the rear, as the unit is clearly in aggressive 'fighting' 

posture.   

The casualties are usually musketeers in the front rank with the sergeants taking post on 

the flank of the rear rank of musketeers. 

 

One of my plans for later Royalists is to replace the central pike base with one with 

fewer pikes, typically eight,  instead of twelve, thereby  

allowing a 2:1 shot/pike ratio.  This will also be the basis for all Parliamentarian units 

throughout the war.  Where this is the case the Officer  

and drummer will be out front of the regiment. 

 

This will be useful in identifying on the table top which units are 1:1 and which are 2:1 

ratio of shot/pike. 

 

This also means I don't have to paint up more Royalist units for late war.  Also I can 

make a couple of centre base of further  

musketeer/command figures as 'Commanded', all shot, units (T units in Basic Baroque). 

 

By sticking to the red/blue/grey uniform colours,  particularly so for the Royalists, unit 

bases are more interchangeable. 

 

I already 'know' though that my Parliamentarian foot  will have a yellow coated 

(Waller's) and green coated (Hampden's  or Samuel  

Jones's) regiment respectively, though the majority will be redcoats. 
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Further things to note. The Officer sports a red uniform.  I read somewhere this was a 

universally understood mark of a professional  

soldier.  The drummer has a Montero Cap head swap.  The extra ensign, and one of the 

sergeants, are open handed pikemen, sold by Pig  

with a flag and polearm added from my bits box.   

 

The more observant will also notice the odd figure wearing a Scotch bonnet/'Tam-o-

shanter'.  I discovered  that this type of headgear     

might have been particularly common amongst northern foot regiments, and fairly 

widespread generally.   

This allows for even more variety amongst the foot figures.  Variety  =  Happiness. 

 

I might also add that the Sealed Knot and English Civil War Society are fantastic for all 

manner of ECW stuff.  The images on the internet  

are a fantastic resource and, though there are some weird interpretations and 

assumptions, they provide as good a start point as any for  

those wishing to delve into the period.  Don't just rely on one source for anything though 

cross check where possible. 

 

I also picked up a useful inexpensive copy of 'The English Civil War  Recreated in 

Photographs' by Chris Honeywell and Gill Spear, which  

has loads of lovely pictures of re-enactors.  I shall return to look at the books I've used at 

a later date. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thesealedknot.org.uk/
http://ecws.org.uk/cms/index.php
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